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21 of 21 review helpful Essential Writings By Nicole Marie MFA A man s life should be the same as his thought I 
have made my life my argument Dr Albert SchweitzerThis quotation is absolutely fundamental to understanding how 
Dr Schweitzer theorized postulated and deduced the meaning of life and formulated his famous Reverence for Life 
concept More than that it reveals how he practiced and applied t Albert Schweitzer 1875 1965 theologian physician 
Nobel laureate was a remarkable figure of the twentieth century An ordained pastor and theologian he was also a 
renowned musician He gave up this success to become a missionary doctor and founded a hospital in Africa He is 
famous for his compassionate service and his Reverence for Life philosophy These selections from Dr Schweitzer s 
writings provide the perfect introduction to an extraordinary humanitarian The world needs my father s all embracing 
philosophy of Reverence for Life more now than ever and I hope that this book will bring many more people to adopt 
it and make it a foundation for their lives Rhena Schweitzer MillerSchweitzer s exemp 
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many in the swami sivananda explains the importance of celibacy for spiritual practice 
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jstor is a digital library of academic journals books and primary sources  summary thomas tom h groome 1945 is a 
prominent christian religious educator and post vatican ii catholic educator nationally and internationally  audiobook 
greg paul was born in england by the age of 24 he was the youngest senior quantity surveyor in the country at a well 
respected leading national house builder these are the sacred writings of the ebionite nazirene disciple allan cronshaw 
who through the ability to recall his previous life as a disciple of christ has 
jstor viewing subject history
a life driven by prophetic writings as interpreted by albert schweitzer  about sacred stories both the jewish people and 
the united states of america are rooted in a quest for greater freedom and human dignity inspired by this  review 
heroes were these people heroes or were they just normal people in some cases just doing their jobs suggest a hero for 
this list hero name in july 1937 two officially sponsored exhibitions opened in munich entartete kunst the degenerate 
art exhibition displayed modern art in a deliberately chaotic 
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